Introduction
1. Audience, Purpose and Strategy, Organization
   1. Style: Language focus: the vocabulary shift; formal grammar and style, Flow: linking words and phrases; this+summary
   2. Presentation, positioning, 2. Sentence definitions, Language focus: the grammar of definition
2. Extended definitions, contrastive definitions
3. Problem statements, procedures and processes: verbs and agents in the solution, -ing clauses of results
4. Indirect questions, 4. Strength of claim, structure of data commentary
5. Comparative definitions, generalizations. 3. The structure of problem-solution texts
6. Comparative definitions, generalizations. 3. The structure of problem-solution texts
7. Location elements and summaries: verbs in indicative and informative summaries, linking as-clauses
8. Highlighting statements, qualifications and strength of claim, organization: qualifying comparisons
9. Concluding a commentary: dealing with "problems", dealing with graphs: referring to lines on graphs
10. Dealing with chronological data: preposition of time
11. Nominal that-clauses, summary reminder phrases, some notes on plagiarism
12. Nominal that-clauses, summary reminder phrases, some notes on plagiarism
13. Nominal that-clauses, summary reminder phrases, some notes on plagiarism
14. Nominal that-clauses, summary reminder phrases, some notes on plagiarism
15. Comparative summaries; final paper presenting group I
16. Comparative summaries; final paper presenting group I
17. Comparative summaries; final paper presenting group I
18. Comparative summaries; final paper presenting group I

Requirements: writing I, II & III 30%, assignments, class participation, conference hour 30%, peer editing 20% final exam 20%